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 development of a stage optimized regarding noise radiation
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1. Project context
• assessment of occuring and sensitive sound pressure levels
• development of virtual variants
• assessment of virtual sound pressure levels

















• 3 different structural designs
• 3 different drive concepts
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z1, z2, z3, …i1, i2, i3, …n1, n2, n3, …
resources:
• CAD program (Creo El. 2.0)
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 mesh with too many elements





3. Simplification in ANSYS
separate gear pairs:
 feasible amount of elements
 just the amount of roll-over events
needed




simplification of a gear pair:
 In order to reproduce 2 roll-over events
detection of irregularities
at the beginning of the proc.
recurring data implicate
stable process
 gears‘ carcasses for correct stiffness
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4. Preprocessing in ANSYS
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noteworthy features of the mesh:
• fine mesh to display reliable stress
and contact of the tooth flanks
• sufficiently fine mesh near teeth for
correct stiffness
compromise needed,
esp. for last gear levels
( no. of elements: ~ 3,5 ∙ 105 )
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4. Preprocessing in ANSYS
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noteworthy features of the contact tool:
• first contact needs to penetrate
• feedback for contact along the flank
information concerning the quality
of the flank’s geometry
• additional information for
helical and spiral teeth
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Solving non-linear problems with quasistatic analysis
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5. Quasistatic analysis in ANSYS
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Consistent contact along the flank?
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Consistent contact along the flank?
adaption of tooth geometry if necessary
(interface with Creo Elements)
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Consistent contact along the flank?
adaption of tooth geometry if necessary
(interface with Creo Elements)
Plausible progression and magnitude of the resulting forces?
Plausible frequencies of the resulting forces?
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• transferring results from the time domain into the
frequency domain via FFT (Python)
• preparing data for harmonic analysis (superposition)
• performing harmonic analysis to receive information about
the power train’s noise power level (ANSYS, Abacus…)
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 gaining information about a power train’s noise power level using basic
gearing parameters
 non-linear FEM model solved with quasistatic analysis
 quick evaluation and correction of tooth flank geometries
 useful range of interfaces with other programs and users
( Creo Elements, Python, Abacus…)
Promising application in the project Pianissimo to achieve more





Thank you for your attention!
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